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Pathfinder profession skill list

Like craftsmanship, knowledge and execution, profession is actually a set of separate skills. You could have multiple abilities, each with its own ranks, each acquired as a separate skill. While a crafting skill represents the ability to create or create an item, a skill in a vocation is an aptitude that requires a wider range of less specific knowledge. Check your trade and earn a decent
living, earning about half of your profession check result in gold pieces per week of dedicated work. You know how to use the tools of your craft, how to master the daily tasks of the profession, how to look after helpers and how to deal with common problems. Action Not applicable. A single exam typically represents a work week. Try again. The attempt to use a professional skill
in order to earn an income cannot be repeated. You are stuck with the weekly wage that your cheque result has brought you. A further review can be carried out after one week to determine a new income for the next period. You can usually try to perform a specific task. Untrained untrained workers and assistants (i.e. characters without ranks in profession) earn an average of 1
piece of silver per day. 2014-09-07, 18:08 (ISO 8601) is there a comprehensive list? my Google-Fu is missing at the moment 2014-09-07, 18:12 Pm (ISO 8601) There is no list because profession is a catchall for literally everything that makes you a living. Just make a search for medieval professions if you need some ideas. You can start here. 2014-09-07, 18:25 Pm (ISO 8601) I
happened to fallmir profession (The Doctor). It's like knowing (All things); It is useful if the situation you are in is a deadly danger every day. But seriously, just choose a profession and talk to your DM about its applicability. This is one of the areas where it is very difficult to go wrong unless you choose something like Profession (Solar Engineer) in Ravenloft, or something. My
headache medicine has a little ex on the pill. It is not a brand name; it is an indicator that it works in an anti-magic field. Blue text means sarcasm. Purple text means evil. White text is invisible. My signature became too big for his breasts. So now it's over! 2014-09-07, 18:39 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Red Fel I happened to like profession (The Doctor). It's like knowing (All
things); It is useful if the situation you are in is a deadly danger every day. But seriously, Simply a profession and talk to your DM about its applicability. This is one of the areas where it is very difficult to go wrong unless you choose something like Profession (Solar Engineer) in Ravenloft, or something. There is one exception. Stormwrack gives profession (sailors) that has a
number of discrete applications on board a ship. Originally posted by Lateral Well, of course I'm paranoid about everything. Hell Hell Jeff as DM, I would be paranoid even if we played a game in The Magic Kiddie Funland by Perfectly Flat Planes and Sugar Plums. Greenman by Bradakhan/Spring Greenman by Comissar/Autumn Greenman by Sgt. Pepper/Winter Greenman by
gurgleflep 2014-09-07, 18:45 (ISO 8601) If you want to optimize a professional skill, Profession (Siege Engineer) has an 8th Level Vestige that gives you +16 Competency Bonus. 2014-09-07, 18:47 (ISO 8601) thank you for the hints. I will only choose a suitable profession. Professions? are they supported by rules and drawing options? I know sailor and now siege engineer. Last
edited by side swipe; 2014-09-07 at 18:50 PM. 2014-09-07, 19:10 PM (ISO 8601) Sublime Chord requires 6 ranks in profession (astrologer); Fatespinner and Luckstealer need profession (players). Zhentarim Spy gets new cover identities by taking in stalls in many different professions. 2014-09-08, 05:46 AM (ISO 8601) 2014-09-08, 07:00 AM (ISO 8601) Races of the Dragon has
rules for profession (miner). Spoilers: Old Avatar of Aruius Show Profession Skill Key Ability Charisma, Intelligence or Wisdom Use Untrained No Armor Check Penalty No Class Skill For Envoy, Mechanic, Mystic, Operative, Solarian, Soldier, Technomancer Crafting At the discretion of a GM, can be used to create a narrow selection of items. For example, a professional character
(weaponsmith) might be able to produce technological, hybrid, and magical weapons and weapon fusions, but not other items. Recall Knowledge Topics A specific profession and related topics You are qualified in a particular profession, specialty or creative art. You know how to use the tools of your craft, how to master the daily tasks of the profession, how to look after helpers
and how to deal with common problems. Profession is actually a set of separate skills. They could have several professional skills, each with their own ranks. While skills such as culture, life science, mysticism, and physical science are highly specialized fields of study, professional skill is an aptitude in a vocation that requires a broader range of less specific knowledge. When you
enter ranks in a professional skill, you must select the skill score that is set on that skill: charisma, intelligence, or wisdom. Common charisma-based profession skills include: Actor Artist Comedian Con Artist Courtesan Dancer Musician Oraor Poet Politician Politician Personality Personality Writer Common Intelligence-based Profession Skills Include: Accountant Archaeologist
Architect Corporate Professional Electrician Laboratory Lawyer Mathematician Philosopher Professor Psychologist Vidgamer Common Wisdom-based Profession Skills include: Bounty Hunter Cook Consultant Dockworker Bauer Gambler General Contractor Contractor Skills should not overlap with existing abilities. For example, if you want to play a scientist, you should include
ranks in life science or physical science instead of creating a profession (scientist) ability. The GM is the last arbiter of what is a good choice for a professional skill and on which skill a certain professional skill is decisive. Different professions are considered different skills to achieve how many ranks you can have at each level. For example, a 4th level 4 character can have ranks in
both occupation (dockworker) and profession (vidgamer). Earn a living You can use profession to earn money. A single check typically represents a week's work, and you earn a number of credits equal to twice your professional skill test result. At GM's discretion, you can use other skills (e..B computer or engineering) to earn a living according to the same guidelines. Recall
Knowledge You can use profession to remember knowledge about your profession and related topics. While the Pathfinder role-playing game takes place in a world full of great and heroic adventures, not every corner of the campaign setting is full of monsters and villains. As in the real world, ordinary craftsmen, merchants, and craftsmen are at home here – those who spend their
lives making and selling goods or performing special tasks that require special knowledge. Many heroes have a humble start as apprentices or craftsmen before they hear the call to adventure. Some even keep up with their previous crafts and talents and find ways to use their skills and knowledge during the adventure. Craft There are two main methods for crafting items in the
Pathfinder role-playing game. One way is to create magical items over the different items. These rules are often used more by adventurers as they create powerful tools to help you explore, treasure hunt, and defeat malicious monsters. The other method is to use the craft skills to produce items of secular or alchemical character. While the most important rules for crafting with
these skills are found in the core rulebook, this section introduces alternatives and extensions to these crafting rules to make designing such items easier and more appealing. Alternative craft ingespartities While the rules for craftsmanship in the core rulebook are perfect for the needs of most campaigns, they can sometimes be cumbersome to use These rules assume that a
character spends a whole week crafting an item. They also include complex multiplication to determine the degree of success and the speed at which the element can be manufactured. Not only are these rules significantly different from those for other skill tests, but they can also slow down the game at the table and lead to strange circumstances where it takes an unreasonably
long time to create relatively simple items that happen to incur high gold equivalents. In addition, the system contains rules for daily checks, these rules can be cumbersome for players. The following system introduces crafting rules that are slightly easier to use, especially in conjunction with the downtime system introduced in Pathfinder Roleplaying Game: Ultimate Campaign.
Use this alternative system to use the following version of the Craft skill instead of the one presented in the core rulebook. Crafting DCs and Progress Values Crafting Difficulty Craft DC Base Progress per Day Extremely simpleDC 55 sp SimpleDC 101 gp NormalDC 152 gp ComplexDC 204 gp IntricateDC 258 gp Very complicatedDC 3016 gp Extremely complicatedDC 3532 gp
PoisonsDC = the Fortitude DC of The Gift32 gp TrapsBased on complexity, see text32 gp Craft (Int) , such as armor or weapons. Like knowledge, execution and profession, crafting is actually a set of separate skills. You could have several crafting skills, each with its own ranks. The most common crafting skills are alchemy, armor, baskets, books, bows, calligraphy, carpentry,
cloth, clothing, glass, jewelry, leather, locks, paintings, ceramics, sculptures, ships, shoes, stonemasonry, traps and weapons. A craft skill is specifically focused on creating something. If an endeavor does not lead to a created product, it probably falls under the heading of a professional skill. Check: You can practice your trade and earn a decent living, earn your cheque result in
silver pieces per day. You know how to use the tools of your craft, how to perform the daily tasks of the craft, how to look after untrained helpers, and how to deal with common problems. (Untrained workers and assistants earn an average of 1 piece of silver per day.) However, the basic function of the crafting skill is to produce an object of the appropriate type. Most items created
with a skill fall into one of several large categories of complexity. Others have craft DCs based on CR (in case of traps) or on the Fortitude stores required to avoid or minimize their effects (in the case of toxins). Before you manufacture an item, you must have tools and a corresponding workshop or area. If you don't have access to craft tools, you can still try a craft exam, but you
take a -2 penalty if you try a check without such tools or with improvised tools. If you have masterwork, you will receive a +2 circumstance bonus on the skill check. After you have a suitable area for and have collected your tools, you must purchase raw materials whose value is 1/4 of the cost of the item or items you want to manufacture. With the tools, materials, and workspaces
you need, you can try a crafting exam of the appropriate domain controller every day. If you are successful, make progress equal to the silver piece or gold unit value listed in the corresponding entry in the Base Progress per Day column of the table: Crafting DCs and Progress Values. If you want to use the DC by at least 5, your progress doubles. If you exceed the DC current by
at least 10, your progress triples if you exceed it by at least 15, quadruple your progress, and so on. If your overall progress is the cost of the item, this item will be closed. Any remaining progress can be applied to a similar element. Otherwise, all surplus progress will be lost. If you do not pass the exam, no progress will be made on that day. If you fail the 5 or more test, you are
wasting a lot of your raw materials that correspond to the base progress of the item per day up to a maximum of the initial costing raw materials. This wasted material must be replenished before you can proceed with the production of the item. Set aside handicrafts: As long as you can store an item in a safe place, you can set aside an item that you started crafting and return to it
later without ineffection. Your GM may decide that this is not possible, especially in the case of volatile alchemical objects or perishable goods. Mastery and Special Materials: When you craft a masterpiece or item from a special material, the level of crafting difficulty increases by one step. For example, a longsword (which has a base difficulty of normal) is considered a complex
element when it is created as a masterwork element (DC 20; 4 gp base progress per day). Items made from special materials that are also considered masterpieces (e.B. Adamantin armor and weapons) increase the item's complexity by two steps. Repair Items: You can use the appropriate skill to repair items of this type. Repairing an item with the defective condition or damage
(or both) requires tools and a workspace, and you must pay 1/10 of the item cost in raw material. Repairing an item has the same domain controller as creating the item, but it takes a certain amount of time, depending on the complexity of the item. Extremely simple items take an hour to repair. Simple and normal items take 1d4 hours to repair. Complex and complicated items
take a day to repair, and all other items take 1d4 days to repair. The following categories are the categories of crafting difficulties and the items within these categories. The elements are divided into general categories. Alchemical objects and poisons require (Alchemy) Controls. Armor and shields require crafting exams. Weapons require handicraft (weapons) controls for melee
weapons, thrown weapons, unsieged firearms, crossbows or crossbow bolts; Craft checks on arrows or arrows; Craft (alchemy) controls on firearm ammunition; and Craft (siege engines) checks all forms of siege machines. The craft controls for secular objects depend on what is made, the most common are baskets, books, calligraphy, carpentry, cloth, clothing, glass, jewellery,
leather, castles, paintings, ceramics, sculptures, shoes and stonemasonry. Craft vehicles require craft (carpentry) for Land vehicles, ships (ships) for naval vessels and airships and craft (alchemy) for alchemical dragons and steam giants. The manufacture of traps requires craft (traps). Extremely simple (DC 5) Alchemical items: pour plaster. Mundane Items: Very simple items
such as wooden spoons, other carved one-piece items. Weapons: Manufactured clubs, quarterstaffs, slings. Simple (DC 10) Alchemical Items: Light Detector. Armor: Light armor, wooden shields. Mundane Articles: Typical household items such as iron pots. Vehicles: cart, raft. Weapons: Simple weapons (except crossbows). Normal (DC 15) Alchemical objects: acid; alchemical
cement; alchemical fat; Armor ointment; Blade protection; swimmer balloon; Cooling cream; glowing ink; invisible ink, simple; Kerosene oil; liquid blade; Marker dye; soothe syrup; Water purification sponge. Armor: Medium armor, steel shields. Mundane Items: The adventurous equipment. Vehicles: car, light; Carriage, medium; Carriage, heavy; rowing boat; Sledge; Carriage, light;
Carriage, medium; Carriage, heavy. Weapons: Combat weapons and crossbows. Complex (DC 20) Alchemical objects: Alchemical adhesive; alchemical solvent; Alchemist fire; Alchemist friendliness; alkali flask; Blackfire tone; Candle rod; Lightning powder; Foaming powder; ghast retch piston; impact foam; invisible ink, average; invisible ink, good; Meditation tea; nushadir; Paper
Candle Fireworks; Fragrance coat; Scherbengel; Smoke pellet; Smoke stick; Star Candle Fireworks; tindertwig; Vermin repellent; Weapon blanch, cold iron; Waffenblanch, Silver; wismuth salix. Armor: Heavy Armor. Mundane items: jewelry, kits, locks, intricate adventure equipment. Traps: All traps CR 1-5. Vehicles: carriage, glider, keelboat (Ultimate Combat 184), longship.
Weapons: Early firearms, early one-handed firearms, early two-handed firearms, exotic weapons. Complicated (DC 25) Alchemical Objects: Alchemical Glue Fumigation; Antipest; Antitoxin; Blood block; bottled flashes; burst glass; defoliated; Embeddals of liquid; Fire brigade gel; Frost Ward Gel; Safety grenade; invisible ink, superior; Itching powder; liquid ice; Repair paste;
padzahr; Pellet grenade; fireworks to soar; smelling salts; Sneelled Powder; starfountain fireworks; Sun rod; Tanglefoot bag; Donnerstein; Shrug tonic; Waffenblanch, adamantin. Mundane items: watches, other complicated items. Traps: All Traps CR 6-10. Vehicles: Galley, Sailing Ship, Warship. Weapons: Advanced firearm smunitions, advanced firearms, non-alchemical and
non-firearm besieged weapons. Very complicated (DC 30) Alchemical items: Banshee ballerina fireworks, flame fountain rusting powder, soul stimulant, Tangleburn bag, troll oil. Traps: All traps CR 11-15. Vehicles: Airship. Weapons: Alchemical siege machines, siege firearms. Extremely complicated (DC 35) Traps: All traps CR 16+. Vehicles: Alchemical dragon, steam giant.
Maintaining Helpers As specified in both versions of the skill, allows you to supervise untrained workers. An untrained worker has no ranks in the craft, but can try to help create items with the craft skill. This is done by first paying the untrained worker either 1 sp per day or 7 sp for a week of work. Any untrained worker you hire can try to help someone else in your craft check with
a +0 bonus (provided there is an intelligence score of 10 or 11 and no ranks in the corresponding crafting skill). As a rule, you can hire no more than two craftsmen to help you make most small or relatively simple items (such as adventure gear, alchemical items, armor, poisons, and weapons), but for large and complex items (such as siege machines and vehicles) you can hire up
to 10 untrained workers to help you. If your GM allows it, you can also hire and mentor trained workers. These workers have ranks in the appropriate crafting skill and have a greater chance to help you with your crafting efforts. Table: Trained workers gives the details about such trained workers, how much they cost, the number of ranks they have in the corresponding craft check,
the bonus on their craft checks, and the typical size of the settlement in which they are found. You can only hire trained workers who have fewer ranks in the relevant craft than you; a trained worker with more ranks than you do not deign to help you. Trained Laborers Ranks in Craft Craft Bonus Cost per day Rent per week Settlement size 1 +43 sp2 gp, 1 spHamlet 2+54 sp2 gp, 8
spVillage 3+66 sp4 gp, 2 spSmall town 4 +78 sp5 gp, 6 spLarge city 5+81 gp7 gpsmall town 6+91 gp, 5 sp10 gp, 5 spLarge city 7+102 gp 14 gpMetropolis Workspace What makes a suitable workplace is often moral. Repairing weapons or armor in the field requires only a relatively quiet and clear area, while making a full plate suit requires a workshop and a forge. Typically,
elements of normal or greater complexity require some kind of workshop, but under certain circumstances, the GM may decide that such elements can be created on-site. Alchemical objects and poisons are exceptions to these guidelines because their compact nature makes them easier to manufacture in the field, especially with the help of an alchemist laboratory. Masterwork
Workspaces: Large, well-stocked workspaces can also help you make items, especially if you're using trained and untrained work. This Give trained and untrained workers a +2 balance bonus for cheques to help someone else if they support your craft check. If a trained or untrained worker succeeds in checking to help another by 5 or more, that worker will give you a +3 bonus on
your check instead of the normal +2. It usually costs 5 gp per day, a masterwork workstation for the production of relatively small items (such as (such as Adventure gear, alchemical items, armor, poisons and weapons) and 20 gp per day to rent a masterwork workspace for creating larger items (such as siege machines and vehicles). Special raw materials crafting items requires a
certain ratio of raw materials to start. As a rule, these raw materials are a kind of commodity that is required to manufacture the item. Making a chain mail suit requires e.B. steel worth 37 gp and 5 sp (provided you use the alternative craft skill presented above). But not all raw materials are the same – some raw materials are better suited for production. These are special raw
materials. Unlike normal raw materials, special raw materials have both costs and manufacturing costs. The cost of the special raw material is the amount for which it can be purchased and sold. Special raw materials are commodities, and like all merchandise, they can be bought and sold at the same price. The cost of production is the amount of gold that they are worth for the
purposes of production. For example, flawless steel cost is 8 gp per pound, but its manufacturing cost per pound is 4 gp. It can be bought and sold for 8 gp per pound, but if it is used as a raw material for the manufacture of items, it will be worth as only 4 gp per pound. While special raw materials can be bought and sold, they work best when they are issued as treasures. If one of
the PCs in your group has invested in craftsmanship, you as GM should always release these special merchandise instead of coin treasure. The production costs for special raw materials are always half of their actual costs. They also have special properties when used as raw material for manufacturing in the alternative crafting rules presented above. A special material cannot
have more than one of the following special properties. Easily processed raw materials: This type of raw materials makes it easier to produce items faster. Using this raw material doubles the base progress of the item per day. If you create a chain mail suit with lightly processed steel, for example.B, your base progress per day is 4 gp instead of 2 gp. Flawless raw materials: This
material is so flawless that it can be used to create high quality items with ease. If you use flawless raw materials to create either masterpieces or special materials, the crafting difficulty does not increase. If you make a suit from masterwork chain mail with flawless steel, for example.B, the difficulty of the test remains normal (DC 15) and complex (DC 20). Deformable raw
materials: This type of special raw materials can withstand craft errors better than other normal materials of the same type. If you do not pass a craft check by 5 or more if you use deformable raw materials, you will not lose any amount of raw material that corresponds to the item's base progress per day. Raw materials: This raw material facilitates the production of an item. Article.
With this raw material you roll twice when you try your craft exam and take the better result. Special raw material costs Special raw materials (1 lb.) Lightweight Work Flawless Malleable Pure Adamantine600 gp600 gp375 gp450 gp Alchemist silver20 gp20 gp12 gp, 5 sp15 gp Angelskin200 gp200 gp125 gp150 gp Bloodcrystal80 gp80 gp50 gp60 gp Bone2 gp2 gp1 gp, 2 sp, 5 cp1
gp, 5 sp Bronze10 gp10 gp6 gp, 2 sp, 5 cp7 gp, 5 sp Cloth8 gp8 gp5 gp6 gp , 5 sp75 gp , 5 sp15 gp Darkwood20 gp20 gp12 gp, 5 sp15 gp Dragonhide100 gp100 gp62 gp, 5 sp75 gp Eel hide250 gp250 gp156 gp, 2 sp, 5 cp187 gp, 5 sp Elysian bronze400 gp400 gp250 gp300 gp Fire forged steel300 gp300 gp187 gp, 5 sp225 gp Frost forged steel300 gp300 gp187 gp, 5 sp225 gp
Gold100 gp100 gp100 gp100 gp2 gp2 gp , 5 sp75 gp Greenwood100 gp100gp , 5 sp75 gp Griffon mane80 gp80 gp50 gp Leather6 gp6 gp3 gp, 7 sp, 5 cp4 gp, 5 sp Living steel 200 gp200 gp125 gp150 gp Mithral800 gp800 gp500 gp600 gp Obsidian6 gp6 gp3 gp, 7 sp, 5 cp4 gp, 5 sp Steel 8 gp8 gp5 gp6 gp Stone6 gp6 gp3 gp, 7 sp , 5 cp4 gp, 5 sp Viridium400 gp400 gp250 gp300
gp Whipwood300 gp300 gp187 gp , 5 sp225 gp Wood2 gp2 gp1 gp, 2 sp, 5 cp1 gp, 5 sp Wyroot400 gp400 gp250 gp300 gp300 gp Professions The rules for professional skill can be found in the Core Rulebook, but they offer little more than an abstract means to earn a bit of coin, with little taste or drama included to improve the campaign. This section presents alternatives and
extensions of these professional rules to make the exercise of a profession both simpler and more impressive. Alternative professional rules While the rules for professional skill in the core rulebook are perfectly suited to the needs of most campaigns, there are few ways to make them a meaningful part of the game. These rules assume that the character spends a whole week
doing business (when it is often more desirable for a PC to do only a single working day), and they offer few ideas on how to change the basic exam to account for the circumstances, role-playing possibilities, etc. For example, there are two primary methods to make a trade while practicing the various professions suggested in Pathfinder RPG. One is to set up a business location
in a static place, the other is by traveling from point to point and offering services. In almost every case, both approaches are possible in a single field, although each has advantages and disadvantages on a case-by-case basis. The professional rules in the written form do not take any account of this. Of course, you can choose to fully play the foundation and development of a
company by doing appropriate professional checks along the way and integrate most of the decision-making and business into the history of the PC. Alternatively, if you don't want to dive the complexity of creating a business and handling the accounting to manage it, then assume that you will find enough ways to convince the occasional passer-by to buy a good or service from
you to make a small profit. This way you earn your cheque result in silver pieces per day. However, if you want a system that is relatively easy to manage but offers more choices and options for using the profession ability, the following system offers rules that are a little more tasteful and involved. Use this alternate system to use the following version of the profession capability
instead of the version presented in the core rulebook. Profession (wisdom; Only trained) You are qualified in a particular job. Like craftsmanship, knowledge and execution, profession is actually a set of separate skills. They could have several professional skills, each with their own ranks. While a craftskill is the ability to create an item, a skill in a vocation that requires a wider
range of less specific knowledge is an aptitude. The most common professions skills are architect, baker, lawyer, brewer, butcher, clerk, cook, courtesy, driver, engineer, farmer, fisherman, player, gardener, herbalist, innkeeper, librarian, merchant, midwife, miller, miner, porter, sailor, scribe, shepherd, stable master, soldier, tanner, trapper and lumberjack. Check: You know how to
use the tools of your craft, how to perform the daily tasks of the profession, how to look after trainees and helpers and how to deal with common problems. You can also answer questions about your profession. Basic questions have a DC of 10, while more complex questions have a DC of 15 or higher. Set up Shop The full function of the profession ability allows you to
successfully run a company of the appropriate type. Professions can in most cases be operated from static locations (e.B. store fronts or offices) or carried out during the trip. It can be small operations that require little support, or large companies that require many workers. Table: Company size and facility lists the size of the company, the minimum and maximum number of
employees needed to operate, the time it takes to start the business (search and purchase of equipment, and the location from which the company is hired, hired, renovated or repaired, licenses requested and paid for), advertising, etc.), , and the amount of profits to be made. This value indicates the minimum labor cost for running your company. It serves as a penalty for your
profession skills check to determine profits, accounting for the various workers, assistants, experts, and trainees you need to employ to keep a business of the appropriate size. As a rule, your company can work a maximum number of employees in the amount of 2 × the positive value of its base work (or a maximum of two employees for a mobile company), but each employee
your company has increases the workload by 1. Minimum employees: This is the minimum number of employees required to run a company. Maximum Employees: This is the maximum number of employees a company can manage. Initial/upgrade costs: The cost listed is the amount required to set up a business either (for a mobile or small business) or an upgrade (from small to
medium, or medium to large). The value is multiplied by the number of ranks you have in the appropriate profession ability, and reflects the quality of tools, equipment, décor, advertising and so on needed to maximize your talents and effectiveness in running a company of this size. If you get more skill ranks, you'll have to pay for the increased costs associated with those ranks to
get the advantage of those ranks on checks to determine winnings — otherwise, all checks made to determine winnings will be limited to the highest skill rank you've paid for. If you spend 125% of the listed costs, set up a masterwork operation with the best available equipment, tools, and furniture. Such a workspace grants you a +2 balance bonus on all related professional
checks (including those to determine winnings). Monthly profit factor: This value is used to calculate the net income earned after taking into account the cost of goods, overheads, and labor. Mobile and business: Your business acts as a travel company, either as a small street facility within a city or city (e.B. a carpet to display goods on a bazaar or a cart or cart that is being
dragged through the city while the owner raids the goods), as a professional service that moves between several municipalities, or as a service that actually includes travel (e.B. that of a sailor, dealer, etc.). Small business: Your business is a small store, usually one of several in a single building. A small business could serve a small town like a hamlet or a single neighborhood
within a metropolis. Medium business: Your business is either a large business, all occupying one building or several smaller shop windows (each equivalent to a small business). A medium-sized company usually occupies a small town or a larger municipality. Large enterprises: their business is substantial and functions either as a single medium-sized enterprise in a single city or
as a larger settlement or as several companies of any size, spread over several small towns or larger municipalities. Business Size and Setup Business Size Labor Factor Minimum Employees Maximum Employees Setup Time Initial/Upgrade Costs Monthly Profits Factor Mobile0021 day1 gp/rank5 Small-2241 week100 gp/rank10 Medium-55102 weeks1,000 gp/rank100 Large-
101020 month15,000 gp/rank1000 Running the Business Running a Business Using the Profession skill skill and as such, most heroes do not run an active operation. Those who often hand over most of the daily tasks to subordinates so that they can continue to adventure themselves. You can employ and mentor trained trainees and assistants to help you manage business
matters. For every wizard or apprentice you take on to run your business, you reduce your time to actively participate in the business by 25%. To work with a wizard 75% of the time and the remaining time is free. With two wizards, you can split your time evenly between the organization and other efforts, and so on, up to four wizards that can take complete control of business
operations on your behalf. You can choose to split between work and leisure every day, every week or every month. Each assistant you add imposes a penalty equal to the corresponding work factor penalty on your skill check to determine profits. See table: Business size and setup. It takes time to find and hire such qualified employees. For each employee, you must spend 1d4
days × the number of ranks they have in the appropriate professional skill to search for and train them. You can only hire a trained worker who has at least half as many ranks in the relevant profession as you, but no more than you; an experienced person with more ranks than you will not lower yourself to be your assistant. Determine profits To calculate the income you receive
from your company, try a skill check in the associated profession ability, using the corresponding work factor listed as a penalty in Table: Company Size and Setup. If you employ additional wizards, remember that each increases the work factor penalty on the check by 1. Multiply the result of this exam by the monthly profit factor on the table to determine your monthly net profits in
gold pieces. For example, if you run a small trading house with a +9 in Profession (Dealer) modifier and have hired two additional assistants (beyond the minimum of two employees) to manage things for you during your adventure, your net modifier would be 9-2 (for the work factor) -2 (for the additional assistants) = 5. If you roll a 9 for a total of 14, then multiply this sum by 10 (the
monthly profit factor for a small business) to determine that you have made a net profit of 140 gp during the month. If you had decided to To personally lead without the help of additional assistants, then your winnings would have been 160 gp, but you would have been tied to the store and not able to adventure for the half month. Typical business setups are the individual Impusten
Pathfinder roles listed in the Pathfinder RPG, along with a brief description of how a character could run this business either as a travel service or from a shop window. Of course, other professions are possible, possible, through the imagination of a character. Architect: Mobile architects are very unusual and usually travel from classy to classy, offering know-how in the
construction of mansions and fortresses. A mobile architect could also serve as a bond with a military unit or a mercenary company and train the soldiers to build defenses on the battlefield. Architects are more likely to run small businesses in larger cities and create and sell plans to build or monitor projects that are already in progress. Baker: A baker can peddl goods (usually
cooked at home) as street vendors, often from a bazaar stand or cart. In rare cases, a renowned baker could travel through the countryside and offer to create masterfully crafted baked goods in smaller communities, most often during holidays and other celebrations (and sometimes looking for apprentices). A baker can also set up a shop window to sell all kinds of bread, cakes,
pastries and pies, probably in conjunction with various craft (baked goods) skill checks. The baker can also accept special orders for individual creations, especially for the rich in a large city. Barrister: Traveler lawyers could work on a predetermined cycle and deal with legal matters in small communities scattered across rural areas, often at the behest of the local nobility.
However, most lawyers work in a fixed place and fulfil their legal obligations in conjunction with an established court. Depending on the type of government that exists within a locale, the lawyer could serve a number of clients in the general population, or he could act more as judges and jurors in all disputes. Brewer: A traveling brewer probably acts as a microbrewer who produces
his drinks at home and then sells them from a car or cart, sometimes even between several communities or at local fairs. Larger breweries can settle in a rural community where the ingredients are fresh, and then ship the finished product to larger cities, or they can get the ingredients from elsewhere and make their brows within the city walls. Butcher: A mobile butcher could move
between several very small, rural communities, either buy cattle or offer to slaughter and dress them on the site. Most butchers run butchers and sell fresh pieces of meat supplied from elsewhere. Very large operations could be sold to nobles or armies that need food. Clerk: Traveler employees are not common, but not outrageous. They often roam from city to city and papers on
behalf of clergy, mayors and minor nobles. Employees who run businesses typically provide accounting services to other companies and also offer the creation of announcements, invitations and other printed materials. Cook: Chefs who travel often do so in the company of military units or or while those who want to settle often run restaurants or pubs. Some chefs also earn a
living from fantastic dishes on the farm or in gastronomy for other businesses. Courtesan: There are very few cases of traveling courtesies; most who claim to be insinuated are grinsers or scammers who offer camaraderie only as part of a sophisticated scheme. Most true Courtesans are either found in court or working in a shuddering house. An individual could run a brothel as a
full-time business with this professional skill. Driver: The profession of driving naturally requires travel, so that most mobile drivers work independently, operate military units or caravans, bypass cars, carriages, carriages and the animals they pull. Localized carriers could offer work to other businesses in a community, offer a carriage service (such as a taxi service) or even
complete a full caravan service. Alternatively, mercenary drivers can take part in car games for sponsors willing to pay enough. Engineer: Engineers work similarly to architects. Mercenary captains who hire gangs of military engineers usually have some skills in the profession. Farmers: Mobile farmers often serve as migrant workers who move between farms to collect grain on
behalf of wealthy landowners. Some highly qualified farmers also travel between communities, demonstrating and selling new species of plant breeds or diagnostic diseases. Otherwise, farmers operate land and grow products to sell in urban areas. Fishermen: Fishermen have to go where there is water, but some really travel by either bringing wealthy customers on fishing
expeditions for sport or finding work as an independent contractor on a commercial fishing vessel. Fishermen who wish to set up a local business often operate a port company with one or more boats or ships with crews bringing in large catches, which the business owner then sells to local inns, taverns, etc. Player: A lonely player who earns a living with the coin usually moves



from place to place as soon as her abilities are noticed and she takes advantage of her welcome. Some occasionally hire to teach others how to play effectively (this is especially popular with nobles who are constantly trying to communicate with each other). Players who want to make a business out of it often set up betting offices, bookie services and casinos. Gardeners: Mobile
gardeners serve as landscape gardeners who are committed to growing and public parks. Some gardeners set up local businesses that want either the city or wealthy nobles, the flower gardens, hedge maze and the like. Your employees regularly visit your customers to plant new start-ups, trim and train established plants and trees, and prepare gardens for the changing seasons.
Herbalism: A traveling herbalist rides alone or in a caravan, moves between places to collect fresh herbs and sell dried ones. Sell. Herbalists sell their wares from small huts in rural parts of the country or from shops in big cities. The largest herbalists trade with major food suppliers and hospitals and offer spices and remedies. Innkeeper: A wandering innkeeper serves as a hired
hand that helps bring ailing companies back into profitable form by arranging for better entertainment, bouncers, viktuals and other amenities. Hosts are operated in the same way as companies can range in size from small bed-and-breakfasts to large military barracks. Librarian: A traveling librarian moves around the country and trades in books (especially rarely) with communities
that either don't have their own access to their own library, or with people who simply can't afford to read material. Permanent libraries can be anything from small, specialized shops dealing with very specific topics to massive cultural buildings that are the pinnacle of a particular civilization. Private libraries that are run as companies are rare and are usually aimed at customers
with large amounts of money that you can spend. Traders: Traveler traders can bring goods either on Packmules or as part of a large caravan, and can be found putting their goods on almost any street corner. Shopkeepers of all Ilks buy and sell every trade imaginable. The largest commercial consortia manage hundreds of caravans, shop windows and warehouses. Midwife:
Some midwives travel between communities to help free babies at each stop. In urban communities, they can be hired by temples and hospitals that specialize in the birth of babies. Miller: A traveling miller could go from village to village with a portable mill and set up a shop for a few days or a week to grind the community's grain before moving on to the next place. Millers, who
operate established farms on farms, would operate from a mill built near a flowing water source, while larger commercial milling plants in urban areas could serve all farms and traders for miles. Miner: Miners must find work wherever the ore, stone or precious materials they contain are found. However, a lone miner could earn a living with foundations and cellars, live as a
prospector in the hunt for gems and search for gold in the wild, or work as a mercenary who can set up a military unit in building defence equipment or bagging hostile walls. Porter: Portage work tends to operate from a low-level civilisation, whether in small border towns where the need for carriers to transport exploration and adventure equipment is high, or in large cities where
traders constantly need strong backs to transport, load, and unload cargo. A lone porter could be rented out to anyone in need of help in the short or long term, while a businessman could run a portage and delivery service in any community of any size. Sailors: Individual sailors not simply rent to ships that require an additional hand to a particular port. Organized groups of sailors,
however, sometimes rent out to those who have ships that need full crews. Scribe: Lonely writers traveling from city to city not only offer writing services, but also sell fine papers, inks, pens and scroll and card cases to customers. Larger companies can offer a wide range of copying, translation and lighting services to a wide range of customers in villages, towns and cities.
Shepherd: A single shepherd will travel to find work wherever it is necessary to care for sheep, especially during the time of shearing and childbirth. Someone who has a spirit of running a shepherd's trade would have the ability to run sheep farms and wool processing plants and process meat in collaboration with butchers. Soldier: Soldiers go where they fight. Individual
mercenaries, guards or marines serving on board ships accept coin in exchange for their combat skills. Mercenary captains responsible for entire units or armies effectively conduct considerable business. Urban organizations that provide escort and security services to wealthy nobles and merchants can also become quite large. Stable master: Anyone who has a path with horses
could travel with caravans or armies and serve as horse guides, while operations could exist in small villages next to inn and taprooms. Larger companies could offer a full-service stable that buys, heals, runs, sells and trains horses. Tanner: A lone tanner could provide his leather work services to a number of nearby communities, and small businesses offering both tanning
services and finished goods for sale are widespread enough. Larger farms are usually set up near cities where a large number of animals are collected for processing. Trappers: Solo trappers can catch and skin enough game to earn a living in a border or forest region, and small groups of them could set up a trading post where they could sell their goods along with other goods. A
large trap company could hire dozens of individual trapers and bring in huge quantities of fur, which would then be shipped to other parts of the world. Lumberjacks: Individual lumberjacks could move from place to place and cut enough wood to sell it to one small community after another. Large loggers may be able to clear entire forest areas in a short period of time by using
water or caravans to clear the wood, either as whole wood or as sawn wood. and to sell wherever growth and development take place. Shipyards also require significant amounts of wood and make good customers. Customers. Customers.
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